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MILITARY RANGE CATALOG



BETTER EQUIPPED. BETTER PREPARED.™
Training is a crucial element for our Law Enforcement and Military, preparing 
them to face unexpected life-threatening challenges in the field. Action Target 
ensures trainers are equipped with the best products and services to do their 
job efficiently. Furthermore, Action Target’s services team is structured to 
provide industry-leading support and preventive maintenance to ensure ranges 
continue operating at peak performance. When it comes to training the best for 
the very worst – Trust Action Target.
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TRUSTED PARTNER WARRANTY™

LEARN MORE 
ActionTarget.com/TrustedPartnerWarranty

3-YEAR COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE
Action Target’s 3-year Trusted Partner Warranty is peace of mind for gun ranges. It 
is uninterrupted training for those that serve. It is a resounding pledge from Action 
Target to its customer’s success as the Trusted Partner at Every Level™.

Parts and Labor 
The comprehensive Trusted Partner Warranty 
covers both parts and labor due to manufactur-
ing or product defects.

Core Products Covered 
• Genesis™ Target Retriever 
• Pilot™ Target Retriever 
• SmartRange Axis™ Range Control 
• DRM Pro™ 
• Shooting Stalls 
• Rubber Berm Trap 
• Vortex™ Steel Trap (with BCS Deluxe 20  
  or Basic 3) 
• Baffles and Deflectors 
• Turning Targets 
• Autotargets™ 
• MATCH™ 
• TAC House™ 
• Line of Fire™
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FIXED LATERAL 360

LEARN MORE 
ActionTarget.com/Fixed-Lateral-360

UNIQUE FEATURES, ADVANCED TRAINING
The Fixed Lateral 360 system allows inverted targets to be repositioned laterally 
along a fixed rail, spaced apart or in groups, without the use of tools. Used in con-
junction with the DRM Pro™ target system, these targets can represent bystanders 
or threats to simulate real-world scenarios.

360° Turning 
Targets can turn 90, 180, and 360 degrees in 
the blink of an eye.

Ballistic 
Exposed downrigger is built using AR500 steel 
to resist damage from bullets.

Quiet 
Electric motor operates quietly, preventing 
shooters from anticipating movement. 

Connected 
Integrates with our range control software for 
advanced features and functionality.

FEATURES
 § 360° Turning  § Advanced Quick Release Clamp

 § Ballistic AR500 Steel Downrigger  § Lateral Repositioning

 § Connected to Range Control  § Electrical
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FIXED TURNINg TARgET STAND

LEARN MORE 
ActionTarget.com/Fixed-Turning-Target-Stand

VERSATILE TRAINING SYSTEM
The Fixed Turning Target Stand is an ideal system for tactical training and shoot/
no shoot scenarios. This all-electric version is a quiet 360-degree target turning 
system, making it difficult for shooters to anticipate when the target will turn. This 
system may be used in the harshest conditions, including sub-zero temperatures. 
Additional options include multiple pedestal heights, onboard  
target lighting, and a ballistic clamp.

360° Turning 
Targets can turn 90, 180, and 360 degrees in 
the blink of an eye.

Ballistic 
Front deflector is built from 3/8” AR500 steel 
to protect internal components.

On-Board Lighting 
Optional lighting provides red, blue, and white 
strobes as well as three intensities of white. 

Rugged Clamp 
The quick release clamp makes changing target 
backers easy and holds them securely, even in 
strong wind.

Extreme Weather 
Functional in both indoor and outdoor condi-
tions including sub-zero temperatures.

Connected 
Integrates with our range control software for 
advanced features and functionality.

FEATURES
 § 360° Turning  § Extreme Weather Rated

 § Ballistic AR500 Steel Deflector  § On-Board Lighting

 § Connected to Range Control  § Electrical

 § Rugged Quick Release Clamp
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D-TAPS

LEARN MORE 
ActionTarget.com/D-TaPS

DECISION-MAKING SIMPLIFIED
D-TaPS turns 180 degrees to present each side of a target for teaching threat/
no-threat identification. Targets turn in two-tenths of a second so trainees are not 
able to anticipate which face will be presented. Each unit can be independently 
controlled for advanced tactical training. Placing trainees in an environment where 
threats have to be identified before they are engaged decreases reaction and deci-
sion making time in the field. 

180° Turning 
Target turns 180 degrees for decision making 
and shoot/no shoot scenario training.

Independent 
Targets may be controlled individually or 
simultaneously.

Fast Turning 
Targets turn in an industry-leading two-tenths 
of a second, faster than the brain can process. 

Connected 
Integrates with our range control software for 
advanced features and functionality.

FEATURES
 § 180° Turning  § Configuration Options

 § Independently Controllable  § Pneumatic

 § Connected to Range Control
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DELUXE 90

LEARN MORE 
ActionTarget.com/Deluxe-90

SPEED AND PRECISION
The Deluxe 90 is a pneumatic turning target actuator that rotates corrugated card-
board and plastic target backers. Targets rotate in just two-tenths of a second, giv-
ing trainers the ability to accurately begin and end qualification and timed drills. 

90° Turning 
Turns paper and cardboard targets from face to 
edge and back to face.

Ballistic 
Engineered to resist damage from errant 
rounds and to protect shooters from splatter.

Independent 
Targets may be controlled individually or 
simultaneously.

Fast Turning 
Targets turn in an industry-leading two-tenths 
of a second, faster than the brain can process. 

Connected 
Integrates with our range control software for 
advanced features and functionality.

FEATURES
 § 90° Turning  § Connected to Range Control

 § Ballistic  § Pneumatic

 § Independently Controllable
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POWER 90

LEARN MORE 
ActionTarget.com/Power-90

STRENGTH AND VERSATILITY
The Power 90 actuator turns a target from edge to face and back again. Its robust 
actuator can turn heavy plastic targets and foam backers as well as standard paper 
and cardboard targets. When ground mounted, the Power 90 uses wooden target 
holders, making it ideal for use with running man targets. The Power 90 can be con-
trolled wirelessly, with an electric thumb switch, or integrated into advanced range 
control software.

90° Turning 
Targets turn from face to edge and back to 
face.

Powerful 
Able to turn heavy targets such as  
3D plastic and foam backers.

Modular 
Various clamp options and configurations allow 
the system to handle nearly any target.

Independent 
Targets may be controlled individually or 
simultaneously. 

Connected 
Integrates with our range control software for 
advanced features and functionality.

Upright 2x2 Wood 
Holder

Upright 2x4 Wood 
Holder

Upright Universal 
Wood Clamp

Upright Foam Backer 
Holder

Inverted Backer/
Target Clamp

Target Holder Options

FEATURES
 § 90° Turning  § Connected to Range Control

 § Modular  § Pneumatic

 § Independently Controllable
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TANDEM 90

LEARN MORE 
ActionTarget.com/Tandem-90

QUALIFY WITH CONFIDENCE
The Tandem 90 system utilizes only one actuator to turn up to 10 connected tar-
gets simultaneously. The actuator is powerful enough to turn heavy foam and 
plastic targets. The target frame incorporates wood supports, making it ideal for 
use with running man targets. The armored drive unit and slave actuators protect 
the mechanisms from bullet strikes.

90° Turning 
Targets turn from face to edge and back to 
face.

Powerful 
Able to turn heavy targets such as  
3D plastic and foam backers.

Tandem Control 
One pneumatic drive system turns  
up to 10 targets in a group at the same time. 

Connected 
Integrates with our range control software for 
advanced features and functionality.

Upright 2x2 Wood 
Holder

Upright 2x4 Wood 
Holder

Upright Universal 
Wood Clamp

Upright Foam Backer 
Holder

Target Holder Options

FEATURES
 § 90° Turning  § Connected to Range Control

 § Tandem Control  § Pneumatic
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UNIvERSAL 90

LEARN MORE 
ActionTarget.com/Universal-90

UNIQUE TARGET MOVEMENT
The Universal 90 features multiple movements, including turning, swinging, lift-
ing, and flanking, all with a single heavy duty actuator. Target movement can be 
changed with a few simple adjustments. The versatility of the Universal 90 makes 
it an ideal addition to any decision-making training configuration. The Universal 90 
may be installed behind a Line of Fire™, behind a tactical ceiling baffle, or on a free-
standing portable base.

90° Turning 
Targets turn from face to edge and back to 
face.

Powerful 
Able to turn heavy targets such as  
3D plastic and foam backers.

Swinging Motion 
Targets are able to raise from a hidden to an 
exposed position. 

Independent 
Targets may be controlled to turn individually or 
simultaneously.

Connected 
Integrates with our range control software for 
advanced features and functionality.

FEATURES
 § 90° Turning  § Independent

 § Swinging Motion  § Connected to Range Control
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KNEE WALL
TARGET PROTECTION
The Action Target knee wall protects ground-mounted tar-
gets. They utilize a ballistic steel core capable of stopping 
pistol and rifle rounds. Knee walls can utilize a wood, rock-
fill, or rubber fascia. Both the steel plate and fascia can be 
replaced as necessary.
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FL360 FTTS D-TaPS DELUXE 90 POWER 90 TANDEM 90 UNIVERSAL 90

TARGET  
MOVEMENT

360° Turning ¡ ¡

180° Turning ¡ ¡ ¡

90° Turning ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡

Swinging Up ¡

Lifting ¡

Flanking ¡

POWER

Electric Requirement 24V 5A 24V 5A 12V 200mA 12V 200mA 12V 200mA 12V 200mA 12V 200mA

Air Pressure Requirement 40-60 psi 40-60 psi 40-60 psi 40-80 psi 40-100 psi

Airflow Requirement 0.24 CFM 0.12 CFM 0.47 CFM 2.66 CFM 0.47 CFM

CONTROL SYSTEM

Handheld � � � � � �

SmartRange™ � � � � �

Master Control � �

Air Command™ � � � � �

Tablet � � � � � � �

TARGET CONTROL
Individual ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡

Simultaneous ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡

POSITION
Upright ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡

Inverted ¡ ¡ ¡ �

ENVIRONMENT

Indoor ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡

Outdoor ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡

Extreme (<0°F) ¡

TARGET TYPE
Paper/Cardboard ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡

Plastic/Foam ¡ ¡ ¡

ACCESSORIES Onboard Target Lighting �

 ¡ Standard Feature             � Optional Feature           

TURNING TARGETS FEATURE COMPARISON
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Train for threats that move
RUNNINg MAN SYSTEMS
DRM Pro™ 22
Track Runner 24
PT Runner 26
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DRM PRO™

LEARN MORE 
ActionTarget.com/DRM_Pro

ENHANCED TRAINING AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
The DRM Pro is a state-of-the-art running man target. Equipped with two indepen-
dent target carriers, variable speeds up to 20 fps, and programmable scenarios, this 
system offers shooters the most realistic training available.

Fast 
Targets travel at speeds up to 20 FPS for realis-
tic training.

Smart Device Control 
The DRM Pro may be controlled on any Wi-Fi 
enabled device and provides access to service 
logs for maintenance.

Configuration Options 
Inverted: System is installed behind the last row 
of ceiling baffles. Upright: System is mounted to 
a cement pad behind a knee wall or protective 
barrier. 

Two in One 
Dual runners on parallel tracks provide 
enhanced dynamic training. 

Connected 
System connects with central range control and 
nearly any smart device. 

Powerful 
Heavy-duty inductive motors and hardened 
pulleys are built to last in any environment.

FEATURES
 § Control Interface Runs on Any Smart Device  § Variable Speeds Up to 20 FPS

 § Integrates with Range Control Software  § Target Positions are Accurate Within 6"

 § Outdoor Rated
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TRACK RUNNER

LEARN MORE 
ActionTarget.com/Track-Runner

THE ORIGINAL RUNNING MAN SYSTEM
The Track Runner is a track-mounted moving target system that provides simple lat-
eral movement from a handheld wired controller. Variable speeds are available via 
30, 100, or 300-foot industrial mil spec cable controller. This low-cost training tool 
has been an effective staple of law enforcement training everywhere.

Modular 
Track lengths can range up to 150 feet in 
10-foot increments. Both one and two target 
systems are available.

Proven 
The Track Runner has been trusted for years by 
many ranges around the world.

Configuration Options 
The Track Runner can be mounted in several 
configurations: upright on the ground, inverted 
and hung from above, and onto a wall structure.

Outdoor Rated 
Components are built to withstand the condi-
tions of indoor and outdoor ranges. 

Simple 
Uses dial control to move targets laterally and 
change target speed.

FEATURES
 § Modular  § Outdoor Rated

 § Variable Speeds  § Dial Controlled
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PT RUNNER

LEARN MORE 
ActionTarget.com/Portable-Runner

ECONOMICAL TRAINING
Action Target’s portable runner was created with law enforcement agencies in mind. 
The PT Runner provides convenient and effective moving target training on equip-
ment that is portable and easy to set up and take down.

Portable 
Highly portable design can be used in remote 
locations.

Simple 
Simple handheld variable speed controller.

Target Variation 
Compatible with any cardboard target including 
3D targets (requires optional 3D target hanger).

Complete Kit 
Includes: 
• Winch and motor
• 80-foot cable
• Variable speed wired controller
• Lightweight trolley
• Shielded brackets
• Portable container
• Stakes and lashings
• Cables and chargers

FEATURES
 § Portable  § Variable speed controller

 § Available in 12V and 120V options  § Target Variation
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RUNNING MAN SYSTEM FEATURE COMPARISON

DRM PRO™ TRACK RUNNER PT RUNNER

SPEED

Top Speed 20 fps 12 fps 12 fps

Programmable Speed ¡

Variable Speed ¡ ¡ ¡

POWER

Electric Requirement 200-240V 20A 110v 15A 12V or 120V*

Horsepower 3 HP standard 1/6 HP, 
optional 1 HP 1/6 HP

TRACK
Maximum Length 201 feet 150 feet 80 feet (cable)

Section Length 3 feet 10 feet N/A

CONTROL SYSTEM

Handheld � ¡

SmartRange™ �

Master Range Control �

Tablet ¡

TARGET CONTROL
Individual ¡ ¡ ¡

Simultaneous ¡

POSITION
Upright ¡ ¡

Inverted ¡ ¡ ¡

ENVIRONMENT

Indoor ¡ ¡ ¡

Outdoor ¡ ¡ ¡

Extreme (<0°F) ¡ ¡ ¡

TARGET TYPE

Paper/Cardboard ¡ ¡ ¡

Plastic/Foam ¡ ¡

3D Cardboard �

Steel �

 ¡ Standard Feature             � Optional Feature           
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Sharpen your skills
REACTIvE TARgETS
AutoTargets™ 30
Bobbers 36
Steel KD 38
Pneumatic Plate Rack 39
Portable Steel Targets 40
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AUTOTARgETS™
THE FUTURE OF FIREARMS TRAINING
AutoTargets allow shooters to interact with their targets in a way never before pos-
sible. With its powerful hit sensing technology, advanced app, portable wireless 
activation, and revolutionary programmability, AutoTargets is truly changing the 
way you train.

Hit-Sensing Target 
AutoTarget’s hit detection capability has 
revolutionized the shooting industry.  The 
technology provides immediate feedback 
of shot placement from any distance in any 
weather condition. 

• Hit Sync Target: includes three hit-detecting 
zones for dynamic training. 

• E&F-Type Target: Standard plastic E&F-
Type Targets Provide accurate single-zone 
hit detection.

• Pressure Sensitive Target: Recognizes hits 
from non-lethal ammunition in scoring 
zones.

Engaging 
The AutoTargets app is compatible with Android 
and Kindle Fire and provides complete control 
of target systems within a field of engagement. 
Custom courses of fire can be created on the fly 
for training and competition.

 § Programmability: Users can easily determine 
target presentation and reaction criteria 
based on time delays, time limits, shot 
placement, and hit count. 

• Immediate Feedback: The app scores your 

performance based on time and/or total 
shots accrued.  It also provides draw speed, 
split times and hit locations for after action 
review.

Lightweight Portable Design 
Each AutoTargets unit weighs only 15 pounds 
and is powered by a rechargeable battery and 
CO2 or HPA tank, making it easy to set up any 
number of AutoTargets in any environment. 

Versatile 
Available for short range, long range, or CQB 
use, pop-up or swing-up targets sense hits from 
.22LR to .50 BMG.

Safe 
Reactive target system without danger of 
splatter or ricochet for use indoors, outdoors, 
up close, or at long range.

Powerful Wireless Control 
Built in Wi-Fi automatically connects targets 
together automatically forming a network out to 
any shootable distance.

LEARN MORE 
ActionTarget.com/AutoTargets

FEATURES
 § 100% Wireless Functionality  § Lightweight Portable Design

 § Hit Sensing Technology  § Free Downloadable App

 § Reactive Target Lifting
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Adaptive Course of Fire 
Courses can change based on shot proficiency, 
time of engagement and other determining 
factors on the range. 

Triggers 
Integrated cameras and sensors act as input 
triggers to deploy targets at the right moment.

Versatility 
Adaptable to every range and any environment. 
• Shoot Houses 
• Outdoor Ranges 
• Indoor Ranges

After Action Review 
Collect and store valuable training data to rank 
and review performance on the range.

AUTOTARgETS™ ELITE
EXPANDING INTUITIVE CONTROLS
AutoTargets Elite software provides added function to professinal law enforcement 
and military users. Training scenarios can now be dynamic, changing based on deci-
sions made by shooters, or at the discression of instructors.

Adaptive Course of Fire

Custom Environments

After Action Review

LEARN MORE 
ActionTarget.com/AutoTargets

FEATURES
 § Adaptive Courses of Fire  § Data Storage and Collection

 § Custom Layouts  § Portable Wireless Controls

 § After Action Review  § Hard-wire and Wireless Target Interactions
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Wi-Fi Extensions 
Provides enhanced long-range 
coverage.

Mounting Systems 
Universal mounting and wall 
mounting systems attach 
AutoTargets to various surfaces.

CO2/HPA Tank 
CO2 tanks provide consistent 
pressure over longer periods of 
time compared to high pressure air 
(HPA). HPA tanks are available and 
often easier to fill remotely.

E-Type / F-Type Targets 
lift units work wih the plastic 
targets for single zone hit 
detection. Targets offer reliable hit 
detection for thousands of rounds.

Ballistic Shield 
16x16 AR500 plate with a 1-inch 
rubber fascia and base system 
mount. Rated up to .308 non-
armor piercing rounds.

CO2 Refill Station 
Refill your own bottles to keep the 
range running. Just order a siphon 
tank from a local gas supplier.

Hit Sync Non-Lethal Target 
Pressure-sensitive system works 
with Simunition, UTM, FX, Force-
on-Force, and Airsoft ammunition.

Hit Sync Target 
Silhouette targets detect shots 
within 3 or 4 hit zones. Targets 
last up to 1000 rounds, depending 
on caliber.

AutoTargets™ Accessories
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AUTOTARGETS FEATURE COMPARISON

LIFT UNIT SIDE LIFT UNIT BULLET TRAP LIFT UNIT (BTL) NON LETHAL LIFT UNIT

TARGET 
MOVEMENT

Pop-Up ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡

Swing-Up/Peek Out* ¡ ¡

Lifting Speed 0.50–0.75 seconds 0.50–0.75 seconds 0.50–0.75 seconds 0.50–0.75 seconds

TARGET
COMPATIBILITY

Live Fire ¡ ¡ ¡

Non-Lethal ¡

POWER
Air Requirements 60 psi (Any Inert Gas) 60 psi (Any Inert Gas) 60 psi (Any Inert Gas) 60 psi (Any Inert Gas)

Electrical Requirements 3 Cell 3500 mAh Li-Ion Battery 3 Cell 3500 mAh Li-Ion Battery 3 Cell 3500 mAh Li-Ion Battery 3 Cell 3500 mAh Li-Ion Battery

USER  
INTERFACE

Smart Phone ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡

Tablet ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡

COMPATIBLE
ACCESSORIES

Ballistic Shield** � �

Soft-Side Carrying Case � �

Android Tablet � � � �

Universal Mount � � �

Wall Mount � �

Portable Bullet Trap*** ¡

E-Type / F-Type � �

Wi-Fi Range

100 yds. Tablet to Target, 250+ yds. Between Targets ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡

600 Yards � � �

1200 Yards � � �

 ¡ Standard Feature     � Optional Feature   *Swing-up orientation must be mounted with included shelf.   ** Ballistic shield can only be used in pop-up orientation.   *** Requires portable bullet trap and bracket sold seperately.
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BOBBERS
GET FASTER WITH YOUR PISTOL
Action Target’s Bobber and Bobber Xtreme™ are reactive steel target systems that 
challenge shooters to make the right shot quickly and accurately using innovative 
training software to control presentation times and intervals. The Bobber has one 
target plate whereas the Bobber Xtreme has two for fast decision-making training. 
Bobbers can be laid out in hidden Hogan's Alley scenarios or configured in a line or 
in groups.

Pop-Up Action 
Targets raise when actuated and are knocked 
down by accurate shots.

Ballistic 
Entire face of system is constructed of ballistic 
steel, allowing hits on chest and head plates.

Independent 
Individual target control creates random target 
actuation for decision-making training. 

Connected 
Integrates with our range control software for 
advanced features and functionality.

FEATURES
 § Ballistic  § Connected to Range Control

 § Independent

Bobber
The Bobber uses one pneumatic hit 
plate that actuates when activated by 
a control system and drops when hit or 
when time expires. Training with one 
head plate is perfect for improving draw 
speed, target acquisition, firing speed, 
and accuracy. Multiple chest plate 
designs are available.

Bobber Xtreme
The Bobber Xtreme uses two pneumatic 
hit plates that actuate when activated 
by a control system and drop when hit 
or time expires. Training with two head 
plates not only improves draw speed, 
target acquisition, and firing speed, it 
also improves identification.

LEARN MORE 
ActionTarget.com/bobber-xtreme
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STEEL KD
THE TARGET THAT STARTED IT ALL
The Steel KD was Action Target's first product. It's a portable and economical reac-
tive steel target. The Deluxe KD model is mounted permanently to a steel base.

Steel KD Deluxe KD

Steel KD
The Steel KD is installed on a 2"x4" 
beam or the Line of Fire™ and has an 
air inlet at the base of the piston. This 
allows targets to be easily moved for 
different tactical scenarios.

Deluxe KD
The Deluxe KD is the permanent version 
of the Steel KD and employs an 8" steel 
plate. The Deluxe KD comes with a 
ballistic front plate that accepts wood or 
rubber fascia.

LEARN MORE 
ActionTarget.com/deluxe-kd

FEATURES
 § DIY Range Target System  § Create Custom Hogan's Alleys

 § Reconfigurable Layout  § 8" AR500 Reactive Steel Plates

 § Simple to Service
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PNEUMATIC PLATE RACK
RESET AT THE TOUCH OF A BUTTON
The pneumatic plate rack features six steel plates that are knocked backwards when 
successfully shot. Instead of utilizing a steel cable to reset the targets, the pneu-
matic plate rack resets the targets through SmartRange™. This allows the pneumatic 
plate rack to become part of any training or competition scenario.

FEATURES
 § Optional Toggle Switch Reset  § Simple Add-on to Any PT Plate Rack

 § Smart Range Control (Tablet Optional)  § Pneumatic

REACTIvE TARgETS
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PORTABLE STEEL TARgETS

LEARN MORE 
ActionTarget.com/Portable-Steel-Targets

TRAIN ANYWHERE
Portable steel targets provide excellent training for both military and law enforcement. Their ability to provide feedback at long and close 
distances, as well as the ease of setting up different scenarios, keeps training effective and efficient. Action Target steel targets are the 
safest and most durable on the market. From plate racks to .50 BMG rated torsos, we have the targets you need.

Sight 
Steel targets flip, swing, rock, or fall when 
struck, giving a visual indication of an accurate 
hit. 

Durable 
Built of the finest AR500 or AR550 steel to last 
for thousands of rounds.

Sound 
When hit, steel targets make a distinctive sound 
that can be heard hundreds of yards away. 

Time Saving 
Steel targets do not require users to go down-
range to check hits, reset, or tape targets.

DUELING 
TREES
Train for speed and accu-
racy under pressure or just 
have fun competing against 
friends with Action Target 
dueling trees. We carry sev-
eral types of dueling trees 
that are engineered to last.

PT SCOUT
• Ultra-lightweight

• Portable

• Versatile

GONGS
Hanging a piece of steel down range isn't new, but it has never been more 
affordable or better quality. Action Target offers more than 30 individual 
target shapes and thicknesses to hang from any chain, rope or the innova-
tive The Last Stand target hanging system.

TORSOS
Action Target offers a 
number of torso targets to 
provide training specific to 
your agency's needs includ-
ing the static PT Torso, 
reactive PT Hostage, full-
size PT IPSC, sniper-ready 
PT Tactical Torso, .50 BMG 
E-50 Silhouette, and more. 
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BOBBER BOBBER XTREME STEEL KD PNEUMATIC PLATE RACK

MOVEMENT
Pop-Up ¡ ¡

Lifting ¡ ¡

POWER
Electric Requirement 12V 200mA 12V 200mA 12V 200mA 12V 200mA

Air Requirement 60-100 psi 60-100 psi 40-60 psi 40-80 psi

CONTROL SYSTEM

Handheld ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡

SmartRange™ � � � �

Air Command™ � � � �

Tablet � � � �

TARGET CONTROL
Individual ¡ ¡ ¡

Simultaneous ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡

ENVIRONMENT
Indoor** � � � �

Outdoor ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡

BALLISTIC RATINGS
ATI Class 1 (Handgun) ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡

ATI Class 2 (Rifle)* � �

 ¡ Standard Feature         � Optional Feature        *Not rated for armor-piercing or atypical ammunition.        **Frangible ammunition and specific range designs are recommended when shooting steel targets indoors.

REACTIVE STEEL TARGETS FEATURES
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Unrivaled training
LINE OF FIRE™
Line of Fire™ 54
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LINE OF FIRE™
ALL-IN-ONE RANGE SOLUTION
The Line of Fire is the only target system that incorporates a modular barricade with a number of target systems for advanced 
training. This is ideal for outdoor ranges where more versatile training is required. You can choose the size and equipment that 
best fits your training needs from swing up targets, decision making targets to running man targets. The Line of Fire offers 
dynamic training unparalleled in the industry.

Modular 
The system is assembled in 3, 4, or 5-foot sec-
tions up to 200 feet wide.

Outdoor Rated 
System is built to withstand harsh outdoor 
conditions for year-round use.

Ballistic 
A built-in ballistic faceplate protects compo-
nents and provides mounting locations. 

Independent 
Targets may be controlled individually or 
simultaneously.

Connected 
Target systems can be connected to central 
range control for advanced repeatable training.

Customizable 
Target systems and layouts are customizable to 
fit an agency's specific training needs.

FEATURES
 § Modular  § Independent

 § Outdoor Rated  § Connected

 § Ballistic  § Customizable

Bobbers
Set up the Bobber or Bobber Xtreme 
behind the line of fire to create a moving 
steel target system. Targets fold down 
when not in use.

Swinging Targets
Swing-up targets reveal the location of 
threats when the instructor is ready.

Turning Targets
For qualifications and advanced training, 
attach a Universal 90 or D-TaPS for 90 
or 180-degree turning targets.

Running Man Targets
Moving targets provide training for real 
world scenarios, including when and 
when not to take a shot.

Reactive Steel
Add a Steel KD or Pneumatic Plate Rack 
to the Line of Fire for an additional reac-
tive target system.

Modular Ballistic Panel
An integrated ballistic panel directs 
rounds into the ground, protects equip-
ment and infrastructure, and provides 
target mounting locations.

LEARN MORE 
ActionTarget.com/Line-of-Fire
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Returning more than just targets
TARgET RETRIEvERS
Genesis™ 50
Pilot™ 52
SRET™ 54
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gENESIS™
A NEW ERA IN SHOOTING RANGE TECHNOLOGY
Smart, connected, and powerful, the Genesis target retriever is the most 
entertaining and engaging target retriever on the market. Genesis enables range 
staff to manage and train shooters, maintain their investment, and streamline 
range operations like never before.

FEATURES

Engaging Shooters 
Genesis features preloaded games and drills 
developed by leading firearms trainers. An 
integrated 360° turning clamp physically exposes 
and conceals the target for specific or random 
amounts of time. This enables shooters of any skill 
level to be challenged.

Intuitive and Convenient 
Genesis is easy to use and was designed for 
maximum shooter convenience. It includes 
a user-friendly interface, up to 15 fps travel 
speeds, an integrated camera that displays the 
downrange target, and videos that educate the 
shooter.

Smart Accent Lighting 
Genesis is equipped with smart accent lighting 
to communicate visually with range staff. For 
example, when a shooter needs assistance, the 
accent lights strobe blue. When a carrier is shot, 
the accent lights strobe red. Ranges may select 
their preferred accent light color to denote 
normal operation.

Action Target Connected 
Genesis is connected to SmartRange Axis™ 
range control software and the Action Target 
Cloud Network. This allows Action Target to 
update content remotely, troubleshoot on the 
fly, and provide expedited customer support.

Strike Watch™ Technology 
Genesis incorporates Strike Watch technology 
to detect bullet strikes on the carrier, which 
protects your investment. If the carrier is shot, 
the target turns to edge, all lights strobe red, 
and the shooter receives a warning. If there are 
subsequent strikes on the carrier, the session is 
terminated. 

Hidden Clamp 
The 360° turning clamp is concealed inside the 
carrier. This eliminates expensive and time- 
consuming maintenance, which is a common 
requirement for exposed metal downriggers. 
An economic 2-part backer interfaces with the 
clamp, enabling dynamic target presentation.

LEARN MORE 
ActionTarget.com/Genesis

 § SmartRange Axis Compatible  § Hidden Target Clamp

 § Color Adjustable Smart Accent Lighting  § Booth and Target Lighting: White & Police Strobes

 § Strike Watch Technology  § Easy-to-Use Control Interface

 § 100% Wireless Functionality  § Plug and Play Upgrades

 § Integrated Target Camera  § 3/8" AR500 Steel Deflector Plate
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PILOT™
SIMPLE, SMART, WIRELESS
The Pilot satisfies the need for a robust wireless retriever with simple out and 
back functionality. An integrated camera and target lighting provide an enhanced 
shooter's experience. 

Strike Watch™ Technology 
Pilot incorporates Strike Watch technology 
to detect strikes on the carrier, automatically 
protecting your investment. When shot, all 
lights strobe and the shooter is warned. After 
subsequent strikes on the carrier, the session is 
terminated.

Low-Maintenance Design 
Pilot is a wireless target retriever, eliminating 
the need for cables and bus bars downrange. 
In addition, it features a hidden clamp and a 
front shield made from 3/8” AR500 steel. These 
features eliminate expensive repairs, ensuring 
low cost of ownership.

Streamlining Technology 
The Pilot interface was specifically designed 
for intuitive out and back navigation. It also 
displays the target on the local control screen 
thanks to an integrated camera.

Action Target Connected 
Pilot is connected to SmartRange Axis™ range 
control software and the Action Target Cloud 
Network. This allows Action Target to update 
content remotely, troubleshoot on the fly, and 
provide expedited customer support.

FEATURES

LEARN MORE 
ActionTarget.com/Pilot

 § SmartRange Axis Compatible  § Integrated Target Lighting: White & Police Strobes

 § Strike Watch Technology  § Easy-to-Use Control Interface

 § 100% Wireless Functionality  § Plug and Play Upgrades

 § Integrated Target Camera  § 3/8" AR500 Steel Deflector Plate

 § Hidden Target Clamp
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SRET™
SIMPLE ECONOMIC RETRIEVER
The SRET target retriever is Action Target’s longest standing retriever. The base 
SRET model is available with a toggle switch and is the most economical retriever 
from Action Target. An optional keypad user interface may be added to provide a 
digital position readout.

Economical 
The SRET is a simple out and back cable-driven 
target retriever. The system's track is constructed 
of readily available strut. With its optional toggle 
control and simplified design, it is a great eco-
nomical solution for ranges.

Toggle Switch Control 
The base SRET model features an easy-to-use 
toggle switch to control target distance. Simply 
hold the switch to send or retrieve the target. 

Keypad 
The SRET is available with an optional keypad 
that displays accurate target distances.

Toggle Switch Keypad

FEATURES
 § Keypad or Toggle Switch Controls  § Cable-Driven

 § 3/8" AR500 Steel Deflector Plate

LEARN MORE 
ActionTarget.com/SRET
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SMARTRANgE AXIS™
FOR GENESIS™, PILOT™ AND HVAC CONTROL
SmartRange Axis is a powerful range management solution that gives you full 
control over target retrievers and lane time.

Lane Management 
SmartRange Axis’ Lane Management is second 
to none, offering the ability to enter shooters' 
names, assign unique permissions, and desig-
nate lane time limits.

Unique Permissions 
User profiles are created by ranges and 
assigned to shooters at check-in. Each user 
profile carries unique permissions for program 
access and editing, lighting control, and equip-
ment features. This allows ranges to tailor each 
session based on criteria such as range staff 
roles, membership level, etc.

HVAC Control 
SmartRange Axis offers unparalleled simplicity 
and control of range ventilation. From intuitive 
controls and alerts to an easy-to-understand 
filter life dashboard, SmartRange Axis ensures 
unrivaled control of range ventilation.

Retriever Control 
Take control of one or multiple lanes with 
SmartRange Axis’ Retriever Control. This allows 
trainers and staff personnel to manually control 
or run programs and time drills in sync across 
multiple lanes. 

Program Creation 
Build dynamic programs and organize them by 
folder. Control exposure time, edge time, and 
cycle count. Or establish random parameters 
for a truly unpredictable and challenging train-
ing session.   

Timed Drills 
Set up and execute timed drills with custom-
ized target exposure times, cycle counts, and 
retriever speed for training or qualification.

Action Target Connected 
SmartRange Axis uses a range server that 
connects with Action Target's cloud network. 
This provides access to analytics, remote 
troubleshooting, system improvements, and 
content updates for improved and streamlined 
business processes. As the building block for 
the future, Smart-Range Axis will continue to 
grow and serve as a central element for all 
range operations.

FEATURES
 § Lane Management  § Program Management and Creation

 § Retriver Management  § HVAC Integration

 § User Profiles  § Connected to Action Target Cloud

LEARN MORE 
ActionTarget.com/SmartRange
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TARGET RETRIEVER FEATURE COMPARISON

GENESIS PILOT
 

SRET

GENERAL  
FUNCTION

Max Length 100+ meters 100+ meters 25 meters

Max Speed* 8-15 ft/sec 7-12 ft/sec 5 ft/sec

Cable Driven ¡

Wireless ¡ ¡

TARGET  
TURNING

360° Turning ¡

180° Turning ¡

Random Edging ¡

Spin ¡

Tease ¡

STALL  
LIGHTING

Solid White �

Night Vision Red �

Strobe �

TARGET  
LIGHTING

Solid White ¡ ¡

Muzzle Flash ¡ ¡

Police Strobes ¡ ¡

ACCESSORIES

Hidden Clamp ¡ ¡

Strike Watch™ ¡ ¡

Smart Accent Lighting �

Target Camera � �

USER  
INTERFACE

Touch Screen ¡ ¡

Keypad �

Toggle Switch �

Pre-Loaded Programs ¡

Central Range Control ¡ ¡ �

CAPABILITIES
OF OPTIONAL

CENTRAL RANGE  
CONTROL 
SYSTEM

Per-Lane Timing ¡ ¡

Custom Courses of Fire ¡

Time Drills ¡

Lane Light Control ¡ ¡

HVAC Control � �

Tablet Control � �

 ¡ Standard Feature     � Optional Feature     *Max speeds exclude ramp up and ramp down times.  
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Customize your training
CONTROL SYSTEMS
Range Control 46
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RANgE CONTROL
EXPAND THE FUNCTIONALITY OF YOUR RANGE
Our targetry systems tie into our range control software to provide enhanced 
training, qualifications, custom programming, lane time management and remote 
service. 

Wireless 
Various wireless options are available to provide 
control from anywhere in the range.

Target Control 
Wireless control options give instructors the 
power to control targets on the line and while 
providing immediate feedback and training to 
their shooters.

Range Control 
Control stall, retriever, and range condition 
lights as well as target systems, HVAC, photo 
beams, and more.* You can also actuate individ-
ual or multiple target systems from one central 
location.

Secure 
Systems are set up within a secure internal 
network. 

Custom Programs 
Create and store custom courses of fire, time 
drills, and other training scenarios.   

Durable 
Control screens and devices are built to with-
stand the harsh conditions of a shooting range.

Emergency Stop 
Integrated emergency stop functionality will 
edge targets and remove individual range con-
trol in the case of a ceasefire condition.*

FEATURES
 § Wireless  § Customizable

 § One Central Location  § Emergency Stop

 § Secure

LEARN MORE 
ActionTarget.com/categories/Range-Control

*Not all features are compatible with every system. Contact your sales representative for more information.
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Engineered to perfection
BULLET TRAPS
Total Containment Trap™ 64
Rubber Berm Trap 70
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TOTAL CONTAINMENT TRAP™

LEARN MORE 
ActionTarget.com/TCT

SUPERIOR BULLET COLLECTION
The Total Containment Trap offers unparalleled efficiency and reliability for collect-
ing bullets while providing a tactical close-range and cross-lane shooting environ-
ment. The patented design utilizes a number of features that not only capture lead 
fragments and dust, but also simplify the process of recycling lead.

Funnel Plates 
Precisely engineered ballistic steel deflects bullets 
into the Vortex™ chamber with minimal splatter. 
Indoor and outdoor options are available.

Vortex Deceleration Chamber 
Rounds pass through the mouth of the trap and 
into the Vortex chamber. The bullets decel-
erate as they spin along the inside wall of the 
chamber. 

Bullet Collection System 
Once decelerated, rounds fall into the Bullet 
Collection System for easy recycling.

Dust Collection Unit 
Using negative pressure, the Dust Collection 
Unit draws lead dust from the trap and deposits 
it into a containment system for easy recycling.

Low Maintenance 
The TCT is modular, which means it can be 
maintained and serviced with little to no down-
time. The system does not utilize water, oil or 
rubber for bullet containment.

FEATURES
 § Open Mouth Design  § Automated Bullet Collection

 § Modular  § Various Configurations

 § Integrated Dust Collection
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Vortex Chamber (side profile) BULLET TRAPS
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BULLET COLLECTION SYSTEMS

Easy Fill Level Check 
The integrated barrel lid includes a sight win-
dow for quick and easy identification of drum 
fill level. 

Straightforward Drum Removal 
The drum is sealed to the discharge hopper 
with a lid clamp that has a quick disconnect 
toggle clamp. Each drum has a heavy-duty 
reusable dolly for easy drum maneuvering 
during change-out. 

Easy Drum Transfer 
We offer three types of equipment for transfer-
ring full drums to a pallet: 1) barrel hawk, which 
functions like a pneumatic hand cart; 2) crane, 
which uses a chain winch to lift and remove 
drums; and 3) fork lift mount, which mounts to 
a forklift.

Reduces Service Frequency 
The large drum capacity provides for longer 
service intervals.

Safe and Clean 
Provides sealed containment of rounds and 
allows ranges to safely collect lead for recy-
cling. Range staff need only to install a lid on 
the drum when it's full and replace it with an 
empty drum. 

Lowest Downtime 
Collects bullet fragments automatically, reduc-
ing range downtime and labor costs. 

Rotation Sensor 
A rotation sensor ensures the system operates 
with minimum downtime and alerts staff when 
attention is required.

Barrel Fill Sensor 
The barrel fill sensor tracks the drum fill level. 
An on-site display panel and computer inter-
face notifies the range staff when it's time to 
replace the drum. 

Access Lid 
The uptake auger is equipped with an access lid 
to simplify routine inspection and maintenance. 

Fail-Safe System 
Self-lubricating bearings keep the auger turning 
smoothly, reducing wear. If for any reason the 
system gets jammed, a shear coupling prevents 
damage to the auger itself, reducing mainte-
nance cost and time.

BCS Deluxe 20
The BCS Deluxe 20 collects bullets in 20-gallon drums for recycling. The BCS 
Deluxe 20 is compatible with the 3x5 Total Containment Trap configuration.

BCS Auto 55
The redesigned and patented BCS Auto 55 is the most efficient method for collecting 
bullets on large volume ranges. The system employs an auger that conveys lead 
from the Vortex™ chamber to a 55-gallon drum for easy collection.

BCS Basic 3
The Vortex is also available with an economical BCS Basic 3. This system is com-
prised of 3.5-gallon canisters that attach to the underside of the chamber to collect 
bullet fragments.
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TOTAL CONTAINMENT TRAP™ CONFIGURATIONS
BALLISTIC RATING CALIBER RATING MAXIMUM VELOCITY MAXIMUM ENERGY

ATI Class 1 Pistol 1,485 fps 1,175 ft/lbs

ATI Class 2 Rifle* 3,388 fps* 3,600 ft/lbs*

LEAD COLLECTION POWER REQUIREMENT EMPTYING PROCESS CONTAINER REQUIREMENT RANGE ANNUAL VOLUME CONTAINER WEIGHT FILL LEVEL SENSING SYSTEM MONITORING

BCS Basic 3 None Manual 3.5-gal. (standard 3/lane) <750,000 rounds ≈ 64 lbs (50% full) Translucent Container No

BCS Deluxe 20 None Wheel Base and Crane 20-gal. DOT (standard 2/lane) All ≈ 500 lbs (80% full) Sight Window No

BCS Auto 55 208/240/480V 3 phase** Powered 55-gal. DOT  (1/trap) All ≈ 1,208 lbs (80% full) Panel and Computer Interface Yes

OUTDOOR BOOM TRAP APPLICATION SEISMIC ZONE WIND LOAD RATING SNOW LOAD RATING PAD THICKNESS

Small Size 3x5 Outdoor/Indoor Lowest Hazard***  140 mph (no special regions)  20 psf @ given elev. ≈ 18 inches

Medium Size 4x4 Outdoor/Indoor Lowest Hazard***  140 mph (no special regions)  20 psf @ given elev. ≈ 20 inches

Medium Size 3x5 Outdoor/Indoor Medium Hazard***  160 mph (no special regions)  50 psf @ given elev. ≈ 20 inches

Large Size 4x4 Outdoor/Indoor Highest Hazard*** > 140 mph > 20 psf @ given elev. ≈ 24 inches

Large Size 3x5 Outdoor/Indoor Highest Hazard*** > 160 mph > 50 psf @ given elev. ≈ 24 inches

TYPICAL AMMUNITION SPECIFICATIONS
TYPICAL PISTOL AMMUNITION TYPICAL RIFLE AMMUNITION

.22LR 40gr HP 1,060 fps 100 ft/lbs .22LR 40gr HP 1,260 fps 141 ft/lbs

9mm Luger 124gr FMJ 1,293 fps 460 ft/lbs 5.56x45mm NATO 55gr FMJ 3,388 fps 1,402 ft/lbs

.357 Mag 158gr JSP 1,375 fps 663 ft/lbs 7.62x51mm NATO 150gr FMJ 3,025 fps 3,048 ft/lbs

.40 S&W 180gr TMJ 1,000 fps 400 ft/lbs .308 Win 150gr SPTZ 2,900 fps 2,800 ft/lbs

.45 ACP 230gr TMJ 845 fps 365 ft/lbs 30-06 180gr SPTZ 2,900 fps 3,360 ft/lbs

.44 Mag 240gr SWC 1,485 fps 1,175 ft/lbs 300 Win Mag 190gr BTHP 2,900 fps 3,548 ft/lbs

  The maximum velocity and energy values for the above pistol and rifle ammunition are provided for example purposes only and are not all-inclusive.
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*Not rated for armor-piercing or atypical ammunition. Capable of use with .50 BMG rounds; however, these shorten the 
life expectancy of trap components and may void warranty. See TCT operations and maintenance manual or check online at 
ActionTarget.com/TCT for details on .50 BMG use.

**International power and/or custom single phase options available upon request.   

***Source: USGS Seismic Map

AUTO 55DELUXE 20 BASIC 3

ONE 55 GALLON
DRUM PER RANGE

55 GALLON
RANGE CAPACITY

320 GALLON
RANGE CAPACITY

84 GALLON
RANGE CAPACITY

TWENTY 20 GALLON
DRUMS PER RANGE

THIRTY 3.5 GALLON
BUCKETS PER RANGE

REPLACE EVERY

8 DAYS
REPLACE EVERY

73 DAYS
REPLACE EVERY

11 DAYS

BCS VOLUME COMPARISON
Based on a 10-lane range and 3 million rounds collected per year.

BULLET TRAPS
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RUBBER BERM TRAP

LEARN MORE 
ActionTarget.com/RBT

Rubber Granules 
Action Target's styrene-butadiene rubber gran-
ules are available in a variety of sizes and grade 
options to fit the needs of any range. 

Fire Treatment 
Action Target provides optional Flame Lock™ 
flame-resistant treatment. This gives rubber 
granules an ASTM-E84 and ASTM-E108-11 Class 
A rating, which is the industry's best fire rating.

Self-Supporting Frame 
The Rubber Berm Trap is the safest rubber trap 
available. The self-supporting berm frame is 
designed to IBC standards and can be structur-
ally certified if required.

Patented Fin Design 
The Rubber Berm Trap's patented fin design 
keeps the rubber at a depth that is safe for 
shooters and reduces trap maintenace. 

Sidewall and Backwall Protection 
Customers may opt for AR steel sidewalls and/
or backwalls to prevent bullets from damaging 
the range walls. 

Integrated Baffles 
Optional overhead baffles are available for 
additional protection of the building structure. 
Baffles can also be positioned as a hopper 
feeder for granule distribution. 

NOT ALL RUBBER BERM TRAPS ARE BUILT ALIKE
Action Target’s Rubber Berm Trap has numerous attributes that set it apart from the 
competition. For example, the trap is engineered with a uniquely designed galvanized 
steel frame that holds rubber in place to safely capture rounds. The rubber can also 
be treated with a flame-resistant formula to provide maximum fire protection.

FEATURES
 § Internal Frame Design  § Clean and Quiet

 § Industry's Best Fire Rating  § Harvested Rubber Granules

 § Patented Fin Design  § Optional .50 BMG Rating
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BALLISTIC RATINGS
ATI Class 1 (Handgun) ¡

ATI Class 2 (Rifle)* ¡

RUBBER DEPTH
24" (for use with standard handgun and rifle rounds) ¡

36" (for use with .50 BMG rounds)** �

RUBBER QUALITY
Standard SBR ¡

Premium SBR �

FIRE TREATMENT Class A ASTM E108-11 Flame Resistant Treatment �

TRAP HEIGHT

6' �

8' ¡

10' �

CONFIGURATION

Against Back Wall ¡

Freestanding �

Sidewall Protection �

Integrated Baffles �

Hopper-Feeder Baffle �

Structural Stamp �

.50 BMG Rated High Power Upgrade (Additional Rubber Required) �

 ¡ Standard Feature     � Optional Feature    

RUBBER BERM TRAP FEATURES

*Not rated for tracer, incendiary, armor-piercing, or atypical ammunition. Approved for use with .50 BMG rounds at 25 yards with high power upgrade; however, 
these shorten the life expectancy of trap components. See RBT operations and maintenance manual or check online at ActionTarget.com/RBT for details on 
.50 BMG use.

**6-foot trap is not compatible with .50 BMG.
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TYPICAL PISTOL AMMUNITION TYPICAL RIFLE AMMUNITION

.22LR 40gr HP 1,060 fps 100 ft/lbs .22LR 40gr HP 1,260 fps 141 ft/lbs

9mm Luger 124gr FMJ 1,293 fps 460 ft/lbs 5.56x45mm NATO 55gr FMJ 3,388 fps 1,402 ft/lbs

.357 Mag 158gr JSP 1,375 fps 663 ft/lbs 7.62x51mm NATO 150gr FMJ 3,025 fps 3,048 ft/lbs

.40 S&W 180gr TMJ 1,000 fps 400 ft/lbs .308 Win 150gr SPTZ 2,900 fps 2,800 ft/lbs

.45 ACP 230gr TMJ 845 fps 365 ft/lbs 30-06 180gr SPTZ 2,900 fps 3,360 ft/lbs

.44 Mag 240gr SWC 1,485 fps 1,175 ft/lbs 300 Win Mag 190gr BTHP 2,900 fps 3,548 ft/lbs

  The maximum velocity and energy values for the above pistol and rifle ammunition are provided for example purposes only and are not all-inclusive.

TYPICAL AMMUNITION SPECIFICATIONS

BULLET TRAPS
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Protect your entire building
SAFETY BAFFLES
Ceiling Baffles 76
Wall Baffles 78
Acoustic Fascia Options 80
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CEILINg BAFFLES

LEARN MORE 
ActionTarget.com/Ceiling-Baffles

COVERAGE YOU CAN COUNT ON
Using a patented design, Action Target's ceiling baffles provide primary ballistic 
protection for ceiling structures, lights, electrical, and ventilation systems while 
keeping shooters and range employees safe.

Customizable 
Action Target’s ceiling baffles are compatible 
with various fascia options, range sizes, and 
ballistic ratings.

Modular Design 
Ceiling baffles are designed to make installa-
tion possible in small spaces and facilitate the 
replacement of individual parts.

Sound-Reducing Fascia 
A variety of available baffle fascia options 
improve comfort for range users and customize 
the look of a shooting range. 

Air Gap 
A steel furring within the baffle creates an air 
gap for bullets to splatter.

Wood Panel 
A layer of wood over the baffle contains bullet 
splatter, keeping shooters and range staff safe.

Ballistic Steel Baffles 
Steel baffles prevent bullets from escaping the 
range. ATI Class 1 (handgun) and ATI Class 2 
(rifle) options are available. 

Outdoor Applications 
Ceiling baffles may be installed in outdoor 
settings to existing overhead structures. 

Configurations 
Ceiling baffles are installed to provide complete 
overhead ballistic coverage in either fixed firing 
line or tactical ranges, allowing shooters to 
move up and down the range safely. Structural 
stamps are available upon request. 

FEATURES
 § Engineered Deflection Angles  § Customizable

 § Modular  § Acoustic Fascia

 § Prevents Splatter  § Protects Ceiling-Mounted Equipment

 § AR500 Steel
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WALL BAFFLES

Wall Deflectors
Wall deflectors are installed in front of 
the bullet trap and over wall seams to 
keep rounds within the range. Deflec-
tors are comprised of two components 
that are precisely engineered to direct 
rounds downrange. Deflectors are also 
designed with replaceable wear plates.

FEATURES
 § Prevents Splatter  § Modular

 § Customizable  § 180° Training

LEARN MORE 
ActionTarget.com/Wall-Baffle

KEEP ERRANT ROUNDS SAFELY CONTAINED
A critical safety priority for any indoor range is making sure bullets cannot escape 
outside the range. Wall baffles provide an extra level of protection to wall structures 
and ensure that all rounds are contained within the range.

Safe 
Wall baffles provide ballistic protection for wall 
structures and can contain thousands of rifle 
and handgun bullets, preventing errant rounds 
from escaping the shooting range. 

Customizable 
Action Target’s wall baffles are compatible with 
various fascia options, range sizes, and ballistic 
ratings.

Modular Design 
Individual baffles may be replaced as necessary, 
which keeps maintenance costs low.

Fascia 
Wall baffle fascia helps contain splatter and 
provides sound abatement for the range. 

Wood Panel 
A layer of wood over the baffle contains bullet 
splatter, keeping shooters and range staff safe.

Air Gap 
A wood or steel furring within the baffle pro-
vides space for bullets to splatter.

Ballistic Steel Baffles 
Steel baffles prevent bullets from escaping the 
range and protect structural walls from projec-
tiles fired at oblique angles. ATI Class 1 (hand-
gun) and ATI Class 2 (rifle) options are available. 

Wall Deflector

Steel Plate

Wood Furring 
for Air Gap

Ballistic Rubber 
Fascia
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SureStop™ 
Rubber
SureStop rubber blocks and 
panels encapsulate rounds, 
eliminate splatter, and pre-
vent bullet ricochets in both 
indoor and outdoor live-fire 
applications. SureStop rubber 
is comprised of a proprietary 
blend of carefully selected 
media and specialty binders. 
Its optimal ballistic and acous-
tic properties have been rig-
orously tested and verified by 
external organizations.

Flame Lock™
SureStop products may be treated with Action 
Target’s proprietary Flame Lock intumescent 
paint for an ASTM-E84 Class A fire rating. 
SureStop is manufactured to ensure maximum 
adhesion of Flame Lock for safety and durability 
under extreme indoor and outdoor conditions.

Acoustic Ceiling Tile 
Low cost with medium sound 
reduction.

Concrete Filler Board 
high sound reduction.

PEPP 
Attractive finish, medium to high 
sound reduction.

Both ceiling and wall baffle systems can be customized with a variety of fascia options that provide sound abatement, make the range more 
comfortable for users, and give it a clean, finished look. These fascia options are available in a number of thicknesses and colors.

Acoustic 
Designed to reduce sound 
reverberation.

Standard Flat 
Designed for optimal ballistic 
longevity.

Blocks (24"x12"x9") 
Ideal for knee walls, rubber bullet traps, and shoot houses.

Acoustic 
Designed to reduce sound 
reverberation.

Edge Lock™ 
Overlapping edges eliminate the 
possibility of an unprotected seam.

Standard Flat Edge 
Designed for optimal ballistic 
longevity.

Panels (24"x24"x2") 
Ideal for combat walls, standard walls, and shoot houses.

ACOUSTIC FASCIA OPTIONS
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BALLISTIC RATING CALIBER RATING MAXIMUM VELOCITY MAXIMUM ENERGY

ATI Class 1 Pistol 1,485 fps 1,175 ft/lbs

ATI Class 2 Rifle* 3,388 fps* 3,600 ft/lbs*

FASCIA THICKNESS NOISE REDUCTION COEFFICIENT AVAILABLE COLORS

Acoustic Ceiling Tile 5/8 inch 0.55 White

PEPP 1 inch / 2 inch 0.45 / 0.70 White / Black

Concrete Filler Board 2 inch / 2 inch with foam backer 0.45 / 1.0 White

Standard SureStop Rubber 2 inch 0.35 Black

Acoustic SureStop Rubber 2 inch 0.65 Black

BAFFLE SYSTEMS FEATURES

TYPICAL PISTOL AMMUNITION TYPICAL RIFLE AMMUNITION

.22LR 40gr HP 1,060 fps 100 ft/lbs .22LR 40gr HP 1,260 fps 141 ft/lbs

9mm Luger 124gr FMJ 1,293 fps 460 ft/lbs 5.56x45mm NATO 55gr FMJ 3,388 fps 1,402 ft/lbs

.357 Mag 158gr JSP 1,375 fps 663 ft/lbs 7.62x51mm NATO 150gr FMJ 3,025 fps 3,048 ft/lbs

.40 S&W 180gr TMJ 1,000 fps 400 ft/lbs .308 Win 150gr SPTZ 2,900 fps 2,800 ft/lbs

.45 ACP 230gr TMJ 845 fps 365 ft/lbs 30-06 180gr SPTZ 2,900 fps 3,360 ft/lbs

.44 Mag 240gr SWC 1,485 fps 1,175 ft/lbs 300 Win Mag 190gr BTHP 2,900 fps 3,548 ft/lbs

  The maximum velocity and energy values for the above pistol and rifle ammunition are provided for example purposes only and are not all-inclusive.

TYPICAL AMMUNITION SPECIFICATIONS

*Not rated for armor-piercing or atypical ammunition. Approved for use with .50 BMG rounds; however, they shorten the life 
expectancy of trap components. Do not shoot .50 BMG from a fixtured position or in automatic or short burst rounds.  

Tactical Configuration

Fixed Firing Line Configuration
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Customize your range
SHOOTINg STALLS
Defender™ Stall 84
Sentry™ Stall 86
Guardsman™ Stall 88
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DEFENDER™ STALL
THE STANDARD IN MODULAR CUSTOMIZATION
The Defender stall is the most modular shooting stall on the market. Interchange-
able ballistic panels make servicing the stall easy and cost-effective. Custom color 
options and attachable accessories give your range a unique look and feel.

Brass Deflector 
A standard brass deflector blocks brass from 
traveling into adjacent lanes, creating a safe 
environment for customers

Muzzle Blast Barrier 
Adding a muzzle blast barrier to the front of the 
stall blocks muzzle blasts from adjacent lanes, 
drastically improving the shooter’s comfort.

ABS Skin 
A textured layer of ABS plastic can be added to 
the stall column for extended protection of the 
stall finish.

LED Lighting 
A fully dimmable light can be included, allowing 
users to customize their shooting experience.

Stall Tables 
In addition to the standard fixed table (with an 
optional shelf), the Defender stall is compat-
ible with a pivot table, rifle table, adjustable 
height rifle table, and tactical cart. These 
options improve functionality and ease of 
downrange access. 

Ballistic Panel Inserts 
Customize your stalls with ballistic glass for 
improved visibility or solid ballistic steel core 
panels for optimal privacy.

Privacy Glass 
Switchable privacy glass allows ranges to 
benefit from the privacy of a solid stall and the 
visibility of a glass stall. Simply press a switch to 
transform the glass from opaque to transparent.

LEARN MORE 
ActionTarget.com/Defender

FEATURES
 § Customizable  § Stall Lighting

 § Modular  § Privacy Glass

 § Muzzle Blast Barrier  § Independent Ballistic Testing
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SENTRY™ STALL
ENHANCED PRIVACY AND FUNCTIONALITY
The Sentry stall comes in a standard and deluxe configuration. The Sentry offers 
ranges a more economical single panel option while the Sentry Deluxe offers cus-
tomers a unique shooting experience. Set your range apart with this private shoot-
ing stall and its custom accessory and color options.

Brass Deflector 
An optional brass deflector blocks brass from 
traveling into adjacent lanes, creating a safe 
environment for customers.

Muzzle Blast Barrier 
Adding a muzzle blast barrier to the front of the 
stall blocks muzzle blasts from adjacent lanes, 
drastically improving the shooter’s comfort.

LED Lighting 
A fully dimmable light can be included, allowing 
users to customize their shooting experience.

Stall Tables 
The Sentry and Sentry Deluxe stalls are com-
patible with the standard fixed table (with an 
optional shelf) or rifle table. An optional pivot 
table may be added for easy downrange access.

Self-closing Gate 
A self-closing gate may be added to the Sentry 
Deluxe to improve privacy within the stall. 

Ballistic Panels 
Customize your stalls with ballistic glass for 
improved visibility or solid ballistic steel core 
panels for optimal privacy. Steel core panels 
are available with a rubber lining or a wood and 
ABS plastic lining.

LEARN MORE 
ActionTarget.com/Sentry

FEATURES
 § Customizable  § Muzzle Blast Barrier

 § Up to Six Feet Deep  § Stall Lighting

 § Integrated Privacy Gate  § Independent Ballistic Testing
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gUARDSMAN™ STALL
ESSENTIAL PROTECTION
The Guardsman shooting stall features a rugged yet simple design that retains the 
industry-leading ballistic standards to which Action Target proudly holds itself.

ABS Skin 
A rugged ABS skin resists brass impacts for 
long life and low maintenance.

Control Panel 
Control panels can be installed at standard or 
ADA-compliant heights.

Stall Tables 
In addition to a standard fixed table (with an 
optional shelf), the Guardsman stall is compati-
ble with a rifle table, pivot table, or tactical cart 
for downrange access.

Stainless Steel Trim 
A stainless steel trim protects all edges of the 
stall from damage.

Economical 
The simplified design and feature set of the 
Guardsman stall make it a great economical 
solution for ranges. 

Easy Install 
The Guardsman stall's minimalistic design 
reduces time and installation costs.

FEATURES

LEARN MORE 
ActionTarget.com/Guardsman

 § Economical  § Independent Ballistic Testing
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Ballistic Panel Colors

Frame Colors

ATI Blue

ATI Blue

ATI Gray

ATI Gray

ATI Silver

ATI Black

ATI Black

ATI Brown Custom

Custom

*Not all accessories and options 
are available for all stall options.

CUSTOMIZE THE SHOOTER'S EXPERIENCE

Fixed Table Shelf 
Provides convenient gear storage.

Pivot Table 
Rotates out of the way for easy 
range maintenance and tactical 
training.

Tactical Cart 
Detaches and rolls downrange for 
tactical training. A storage shelf is 
included.

Adjustable Height Rifle Table 
Pneumatically changes height 
according to the user's preference.

Rifle Table 
Allows shooters to use a bipod, 
sandbag, or lead sled. 

Rifle Rack 
Safely stores rifles with the barrel 
pointing downrange.

LED Lighting 
Allows users to customize their 
shooting experience.

Muzzle Barrier 
Blocks muzzle blasts from 
adjacent lanes, improving the 
shooter's comfort.

Brass Deflector 
Blocks brass from traveling into 
adjacent lanes, creating a safe 
environment.

Stall Color Options
Stall color options give a range its own unique 
look and feel. Both the stall frame and panels 
are available in a variety of colors.

Shooting Stall Accessories
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STALL PANEL BALLISTIC RATINGS
MATERIAL ATI CLASS CALIBER MAX VELOCITY MAX ENERGY COMPLIANCE

GLASS
Class 1 Pistol 1,485 fps 1,175 ft/lbs UL752 Lv 3; EN1063 BR4(S)

Class 2 Rifle* 3,388 fps 3,600 ft/lbs EN1063 BR5(S)

SOLID
Class 1 Pistol 1,485 fps 1,175 ft/lbs UL752 Level 3

Class 2 Rifle* 3,388 fps 3,600 ft/lbs UL752 Level 5,7,8,9,10

  *Not rated for armor-piercing or atypical ammunition.

TYPICAL AMMUNITION SPECIFICATIONS

GUARDSMAN™ DEFENDER™ SENTRY™ SENTRY DELUXE
 

AMERICAN SERIES

PANEL OPTIONS

Steel Core ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡

Ballistic Glass � � �

Switchable Privacy Glass �

Optional ABS Colors � � � �

 STEEL CORE FASCIA
Rugged Plastic ¡ ¡ � � ¡

Rubber Panel ¡ ¡

ACCESSORIES

Brass Deflector ¡ � � ¡

Muzzle Blast Barrier ¡ � � ¡

Integrated Dimmable White Light** � � � �

Additional ABS Skin �

Rifle Rack � �

Gate �

Optional Frame Colors � �

TABLE*

Fixed Table ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡

Shelf for Fixed Table � � � � �

Pivot Table � � � � �

Rifle Table � � � � �

Adjustable Height Rifle Table �

Tactical Cart � � �

 ¡ Standard Feature     � Optional Feature     *All tables may be mounted at an ADA-compliant height.  **Independent lighting options are available for all stalls.

TYPICAL PISTOL AMMUNITION TYPICAL RIFLE AMMUNITION

.22LR 40gr HP 1,060 fps 100 ft/lbs .22LR 40gr HP 1,260 fps 141 ft/lbs

9mm Luger 124gr FMJ 1,293 fps 460 ft/lbs 5.56x45mm NATO 55gr FMJ 3,388 fps 1,402 ft/lbs

.357 Mag 158gr JSP 1,375 fps 663 ft/lbs 7.62x51mm NATO 150gr FMJ 3,025 fps 3,048 ft/lbs

.40 S&W 180gr TMJ 1,000 fps 400 ft/lbs .308 Win 150gr SPTZ 2,900 fps 2,800 ft/lbs

.45 ACP 230gr TMJ 845 fps 365 ft/lbs 30-06 180gr SPTZ 2,900 fps 3,360 ft/lbs

.44 Mag 240gr SWC 1,485 fps 1,175 ft/lbs 300 Win Mag 190gr BTHP 2,900 fps 3,548 ft/lbs

  The maximum velocity and energy values for the above pistol and rifle ammunition are provided for example purposes only and are not all-inclusive.

AVAILABLE STALL CONFIGURATIONS
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Clean and efficient
vENTILATION
Ventilation 92
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vENTILATION

FEATURES
 § SmartRange Axis Compatible  § Exceeds OSHA, EPA, and NIOSH Regulations

LEARN MORE 
ActionTarget.com/Ventilation

VITAL TO SAFETY AND COMFORT
Proper ventilation is essential to the shooter’s experience and provides a safe 
atmosphere for employees and customers. Action Target provides 180-degree ceil-
ing-mounted air delivery ventilation systems that exceed OSHA, EPA, and NIOSH 
regulations. Both purge and recirculation systems are available, as well as systems 
with heating and/or cooling. Ventilation systems can be installed indoors and 
outdoors.

SmartRange Axis™ Control 
Action Target's ventilation systems seamlessly 
integrate with SmartRange Axis range control 
software. This software provides an intuitive 
digital display of the ventilation system, includ-
ing real-time filter life data and remote servicing 
capability.

Purge System 
A purge ventilation system draws air into the 
range, filters it, then releases cleaned air back 
into the atmosphere.

Recirculation System 
A recirculation ventilation system filters and 
reuses air within the range. These systems 
require less energy to function because the 
reused air is already cooled or heated. 

Laminar Diffusion 
Ventilation systems introduce clean air to the 
range behind the shooting line. A radial diffuser 
ensures the air is evenly distributed.

Air Flow 
Ventilation systems create negative air pressure 
to draw hazardous dust-filled air away from 
the shooter and toward the bullet trap. From 
there, the air enters a filtration system for a final 
cleaning process. 

Filtration 
Ventilation systems filter and collect contam-
inated air, meeting OSHA, EPA, and NIOSH 
requirements.

Climate Control 
Ventilation systems adapt to changing envi-
ronmental conditions to maintain required air 
speed and pressure conditions. 
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Radial Air Diffuser
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Purge System

Recirculating System
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PURGE/RECIRCULATION SYSTEMS RECIRCULATION SYSTEM

Range Width Supply Airflow at Firing Line (CFM)* Exhaust Airflow at Bullet Trap (CFM)* 
10% Greater than Supply

Recirculated Air (CFM)* 
75% of Supply Air

Fresh Outside Air (CFM)* 
25% of Supply Air

5 feet 3,000 3,300 2,250 750

10 feet 6,000 6,600 4,500 1,500

15 feet 9,000 9,900 6,750 2,250

20 feet 12,000 13,200 9,000 3,000

25 feet 15,000 16,500 11,250 3,750

30 feet 18,000 19,800 13,500 4,500

35 feet 21,000 23,100 15,750 5,250

40 feet 24,000 26,400 18,000 6,000

45 feet 27,000 29,700 20,250 6,750

50 feet 30,000 33,000 22,500 7,500

55 feet 33,000 36,300 24,750 8,250

60 feet 36,000 39,600 27,000 9,000

70 feet 42,000 46,200 31,500 10,500

VENTILATION AIRFLOW

*Values are approximate, based on average system size. Actual values may vary based on unique range conditions.
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Properly designed, perfectly comfortable
RANgE LIgHTINg
Range Lighting 98
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RANgE LIgHTINg

LEARN MORE 
ActionTarget.com/Lighting

FEATURES
 § Stall Lighting  § Staging Area Lighting

 § Downrange Lighting  § Police Strobes

LIGHTING THAT SETS RANGES APART
Lighting makes all the difference to the atmosphere and enjoyment of a shooting 
range. Action Target has worked with lighting experts, range designers, and engi-
neers to create a perfect lighting solution that includes adjustable brightness, ideal 
temperature, and optimal arrangement.

Staging Area Lighting 
Provides sufficient lighting for range safety offi-
cers and shooters to stage their firearms while 
avoiding eye strain.

Stall Lighting 
Provides glare-free and strain-free lighting at 
the table without casting shadows.

Downrange Lighting 
Properly placed lighting provides continuous 
illumination in the entire range. Track and baffle 
placement are taken into account to reduce 
shadows that distract shooters and create a 
dingy environment.

Police Strobes 
Optional police strobes may be added to create 
real-life training scenarios. 

SmartRange Axis™ 
Integration with SmartRange Axis allows ranges 
to create unique scenes in their range. Individ-
ual zones or fixtures can be turned on, off, or 
dimmed.
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Prepare your team for what awaits
SHOOT HOUSES
MATCH™ Shoot House 104
TAC House™ 112
TAC House™- RD 114
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Ballistic 
Live fire shoot house with handgun, shotgun, 
and rifle rated options.

Modular 
Utilizes interchangeable parts and numerous  
training accessories.

Connected 
Integrates with central range control software 
for advanced features and functionality. 

Customizable 
MATCH can be custom engineered to meet the 
specific needs of any agency.

Clean and Safe 
Splatter containing walls, zero SDZ design, and 
ventilation provide a safe training environment.

Realistic Room Shapes 
MATCH utilizes six and nine-inch thick wall panels 
that can be configured into any number of 
designs for small, medium, and large shoot 

houses to mimic realistic environments. Rooms 
can also include closets, balconies, hidden 
areas, and more to enhance training exercises. 
Hallways are also easy to configure.

Multiple Levels 
MATCH can be configured with up to three 
levels. This gives training facilities the ability to 
replicate sniper shots, stairway clearance, and 
balcony engagements. 

Reconfigurable Rooms 
MATCH uses sliding ballistic panels to allow 
trainers to change the room configuration and 
paths through the house quickly and easily 
while maintaining zero SDZ. Available in win-
dow and wall options.

Villages (MOUT) 
Sometimes one MATCH is not enough. In these 
cases it takes a village. Shoot house villages allow 
for more advanced training scenarios and simul-
taneous urban training.

MATCH™ SHOOT HOUSE
UNMATCHED LIVE FIRE TRAINING ATMOSPHERE
MATCH revolutionized shoot houses more than 20 years ago and continues to set 
the standard in creating the best and safest live fire training atmosphere. MATCH 
uses steel core wall panels that stack compactly and assemble quickly, allowing an 
entire shoot house building to be shipped inside a single 20-foot container. These 
parts can be assembled completely without welding. The unique MATCH design 
also reduces whole-life costs by employing through-hardened steel, innovative 
accessories, and multiple fascia options.

FEATURES
 § Ballistic  § Modular

 § Customizable  § Connected

LEARN MORE 
ActionTarget.com/products/MATCH
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SDZ and VDZ Rated 
Layouts
MATCH provides a viable training 
environment with a zero Surface Danger 
Zone (SDZ) both inside and outside the 
structure. MATCH walls are engineered 
to easily accept a ballistic roof system 
to create a zero Vertical Danger Zone 
(VDZ).

Ballistic Rated 
ATI Class 1 (handgun) and ATI Class 2 (rifle) 
rated options are available.

Patented Gap-Free Design 
Panels fit together and are sealed to eliminate 
gaps where rounds could escape the shoot 
house, such as through corners and around 
doors.

Ballistic Ceiling Ready 
MATCH walls are built to accept a ballistic ceil-
ing without requiring modification to provide 
VDZ protection.

Safe Entry Points 
Safety walls or sliding ballistic panels to main-
tain a zero SDZ around entry points.

Splatter Containment
MATCH wall panels use a specially 
engineered method to capture rounds 
and contain splatter, protecting shoot-
ers, trainers, and observers from injury. 
Surfaces can be painted to indicate no 
shoot zones or replicate real indoor 
surfaces.

Fascia 
A rubber or wood fascia contains bullet splatter. 
The wood panel fascia comes with or without 
gravel filling. Easy-to-replace rubber composite 
fascia heals around bullet holes, drastically 
reducing maintenance time compared to wood 
and minimizing debris keeping the shoot house 
visually clean.

Air Space 
A steel z-furring strip creates room for the 
bullet to fully fragment against the steel plate.

Optional Gravel Fill 
Wood panel fascia may use a gravel fill with 
a rubber membrane to improve the life of the 
panel by reducing the energy on the steel plate. 
Using panels without a gravel fill significantly 
reduces the panel inspection time.

Steel Core 
Ballistic steel ensures all rounds are safely 
captured within the wall.

MATCH™ is built to be safe from room to room and outside of the shoot house. Action 
Target’s unique design is built to keep all rounds and splatter safely contained within 
the walls, protecting shooters, trainers, and observers.

Ballistic Protection
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The Portable Bullet Trap extends the life of a shoot house by capturing rounds in 
an easy to maintain system. Strategic placement of portable traps can reduce the 
number of rounds fired into the shoot house walls by as much as 90%. The 1/2-inch 
AR500 steel plate disintegrates bullets to dust and jackets. The trap is large enough 
to accept standard size paper and cardboard targets.

DIMENSIONS
W x D x H (in inches) 30.5 x 29.0 x 72.0

Weight 340 lbs.

AMMUNITION 
RATING

ATI Class 1 (Handgun) ¡

ATI Class 2 (Rifle) ¡

FEATURES

1/2-inch AR500 Steel ¡

Replaceable Rubber Panel ¡

Easy Empty Tray ¡

Brass Deflecting Wheel ¡

Rough Terrain Wheel �

AutoTargets BTL �

 ¡ Standard Feature     � Optional Feature     

PORTABLE BULLET TRAP FEATURES

Extends Shoot House Life 
Properly using portable traps will extend the life 
of your shoot house indefinitely.

Splatter Free 
All rounds are contained within the trap, pro-
tecting shooters and others from bullet splatter 
and ricochet.

Replaceable Panel 
Over time, the rubber layer on the outside of 
the trap will wear out. Replacing this is easy and 
much less expensive than replacing shoot house 
walls.

Patented Bullet Fragment 
Collection Tray 
The bottom of the trap opens up to empty 
splatter from the trap into a container for 
recycling. 

Mobile 
A locking wheel base makes the trap easy 
to move. Both a patented brass deflecting 
wheel skirt and rough terrain wheel option are 
available.

Portable Bullet Trap
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MATCH™ is ideal for all forms of forced entry training. Available accessories provide 
advanced room clearing training, including searching for hiding areas and secret 
tunnels. 

Wall Breach
Available wall breach panels allow for 
standard wall cutting and explosive 
breach training. Wall breach panels 
can also be installed on interior walls to 
create hiding spaces.

Roof Breach/Rappelling
Installing a ballistic roof breach door 
into a MATCH safety ceiling allows entry 
from the roof.

Ventilation Duct
Custom ventilation ducts with 
removable fans can be installed for 
enhanced entry and extraction training 
techniques.

Tunnels
Custom built underground tunnels can 
connect rooms within a MATCH shoot 
house or connect multiple houses 
within a village.

Breach Accessories
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The Tactical Breach Door is ideal for every type of forced entry training. The door is 
available in both left and right swinging options.

Battering Ram Breaching 
An adjustable latch system can be set to 
varying degrees of force, including kicking and 
hitting with a battering ram. The latch simply 
has to be reset for reuse and does not require 
consumable pins.

Shotgun Breaching 
A disposable wooden dowel in the door latch 
allows for shotgun breach training.

Explosive Breaching 
The breach door can be used for explosive 
breach entry. 

Freestanding Frame Option 
An available freestanding option allows the 
Tactical Breach Door to be used on any con-
crete pad.

TACTICAL BREACH DOOR FEATURES
DIMENSIONS W x H (in inches) 36.0 x 81.75

LATCH SETTINGS

Kick ¡

Heavy Kick ¡

Shoulder ¡

Battering Ram ¡

DOWEL
Shotgun Breach ¡

Explosive Breach ¡

CONFIGURATION

Left Door Frame ¡

Right Door Frame ¡

Freestanding Frame �

  ¡ Standard Feature      � Optional Feature  

Tactical Breach Door
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An important aspect of training is accountability and review. Action Target's After 
Action Review Rooms (AAR) allows trainees and trainers to review the training for 
critique and learning.

Camera Systems
Closed circuit cameras allow for remote 
observation and evaluation. Cameras 
are contained in a protective housing 
and are rated for diverse climates.

Monitoring
Display monitors are available in all 
sizes and aspect formats. Integration 
with the Action Target SmartRange™ 
system allows trainers to observe mul-
tiple rooms at the same time or switch 
between cameras.

Video Recording
Servers, video software, and DVR com-
ponents provide storage and training 
replay on demand.

Audio Systems
PA and other audio systems help train-
ers communicate with trainees as well 
as give them the ability to pipe sound 
effects into the house, enhancing the 
reality of the training.

After Action Review
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Every detail of MATCH™ is carefully designed to provide the safest and best live fire 
training environment possible. These important accessories will ensure that your 
trainees are prepared for whatever they may encounter.

Catwalks
Catwalks span across the top of a single 
story shoot house to give visual access 
to all rooms of the facility so control-
lers can provide instant feedback and 
instruction to trainees below.
 § Heavy Duty Steel: Catwalks are structurally 

built to support multiple observers, trainers, 
and VIPs safely. The rugged design will hold 
up to years of continuous use.

 § Weather Resistant: Steel parts are hot dip 
galvanized to prevent rust and ensure long 
life, eliminating the need to paint, stain, or 
seal the catwalk system. The wood-free 
design is also impervious to weather crack-
ing and rot. 

 § Flexible Configurations: Our design team 
can create a unique catwalk layout for any 
shoot house. 

Rapid Armor Panel
The Rapid Armor Panel is a bolt-on 
accessory that extends the life of steel 
panels as they wear over time. Adding 
the Rapid Armor Panel is much easier 
and less expensive than replacing an 
entire shoot house wall, significantly 
reducing the through-life cost of the 
shoot house.

Lighting
Lighting can have a dramatic impact on 
a MATCH™ facility. From low-light, to 
bright-light training and everything in 
between, lights are essential to recreat-
ing real-world scenarios. Action Target 
offers a number of options to fit the 
specific needs of each agency.
 § Advanced Control: Lighting can be oper-

ated from a central control system or by 
automatic sensors in each room. 

 § Safe: Lights are contained within explo-
sion-resistant housings.

 § Low Maintenance: Lights can be replaced 
with a simple power outlet. Nothing is hard-
wired or hidden behind walls, reducing the 
time required to replace any fixtures.

Ventilation
Keeping a facility clear from lead dust, 
smoke, and other airborne materials 
is an essential part of creating a safe 
atmosphere for shooters and trainers 
alike. Action Target provides the best 
solutions for properly ventilating a shoot 
house. Various options are available to fit 
the needs of each house configuration.

Additional Accessories

SHOOT HOUSES
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TAC HOUSE™

FEATURES
 § Rated for Simulated Ammunition  § Modular

 § Reconfigurable  § Robust Design

LEARN MORE 
ActionTarget.com/products/Tac_House

RECONFIGURABLE FORCE-ON-FORCE TRAINING
The Training Ammunition Combat (TAC) House is a non-ballistic training tool for adaptive urban assault, building search and 
clearing and force-on-force training. Designed for use with simulated ammunition rounds, marking cartridges, or blanks, teams 
can train with their own converted duty weapons. The TAC House provides a true-to-life training environment with solid walls 
and real doors. The modular design of the TAC House gives trainers the ability to convert any outdoor or indoor space into a 
realistic tactical training facility. Interlocking panels provide maximum stability and a precise fit and finish. An outdoor panel 
option can withstand rain, humidity, and winds up to 40 mph.

Train with Purpose 
Ideal for low light, force on force, active shooter, 
urban assault, mission planning, and walk-
through scenarios. Your personnel will be pre-
pared for any challenges they may encounter.

Precise Fit and Finish 
Every panel is built to assemble with flush 
connections and a flat, stable base. This creates 
a structure that is forgiving on uneven surfaces 
and withstands heavy wind and intense wall 
impacts during training.

Easy to Reconfigure 
Each structure kit comes with all the necessary 
components for assembling multiple layouts 
and floor plans.

 § Fast Assembly: In only a few hours you 
can create a new and unique training 
environment.

 § Easy Setup: Only a 5/16" hex head wrench is 
required.

Easy to Deploy 
All kits ship on standard double pallets to fit 
in any container or commercial truck and only 
require two people for assembly and take down.

Robust Design 
The Tac House panels are precisely manufac-
tured from wood and feature a laminated finish 
for wear protection and long life.

Dynamic Design 
The TAC House includes multiple panel designs, 
including windows and doors, making it easy to 
setup unique room and house configurations.
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TAC HOUSE™- RD

LEARN MORE 
ActionTarget.com/products/TacRD

FEATURES
 § Rated for Simulated Ammunition  § Modular

 § Reconfigurable  § Easy Setup

 § Lightweight

Train with Purpose 
Ideal for low light, force on force, active shooter, 
urban assault, mission planning, and walk-
through scenarios. Your personnel will be pre-
pared for any challenges they may encounter.

Lightweight Construction 
Hollow-core panels are skinned with light-
weight fiberglass for a maximum strength to 
weight ratio.  The hollow-core panels allow 
power and communication cables to be easily 
routed.

Easy to Reconfigure 
Each structure kit comes with all the necessary 
components for assembling multiple layouts 
and floor plans.

 § Fast Assembly: In only a few hours you 
can create a new and unique training 
environment.

 § Easy Setup: Requires no tools for setup.

Easy to Deploy 
All kits ship on standard double pallets to fit 
in any container or commercial truck and only 
require two people for assembly and take 
down.

Resistant 
The Tac House – RD panels are moisture, UV, 
impact and fire resistant – making them suit-
able for any environment. 

RAPIDLY DEPLOYABLE FORCE-ON-FORCE TRAINING  
The Tac House – RD features light-weight fiberglass panels designed to be rapidly 
deployed for non-ballistic training.  This includes adaptive urban assault, building 
search and clearing and force-on-force training.  Designed for use with simulated 
ammunition rounds, marking cartridges, or blanks, teams can train with their own 
converted duty weapons. The TAC House - RD provides a true-to-life training envi-
ronment with walls, doors and windows panel options.
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KIT 4  More than 2000 total sq/ft. 

HOUSE 9

4
8

'

56'
HOUSE 16

5
6

'

60'

HOUSE 11

5
2

'

52'

HOUSE 25

4
4

'

48'

KIT 1  Up to 450 total sq/ft. 

HOUSE 15

16
'

16'

HOUSE 13

16
'

48'

KIT 2  Up to 800 total sq/ft. 

HOUSE 8

24
'

32'
HOUSE 3

2
8

'

32'

HOUSE 6

2
8

'

28'

KIT 3  Up to 1400 total sq/ft. 

HOUSE 5

2
8

'

32'
HOUSE 4

3
2

'

36'
HOUSE 7

3
2

'

44'

Complete Kits
TAC House™ and TAC House™ – RD are available in four standard kits. Additional components are warehoused for quick delivery to expand the size 
of your kit. Each kit provides enough materials to assemble multiple house layouts. Custom kits are also available.
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SHOOT HOUSE FEATURE COMPARISON

MATCH PANEL BALLISTIC RATINGS

TYPICAL AMMUNITION SPECIFICATIONS

MATCH ATI CLASS 1 (HANDGUN) MATCH ATI CLASS 2 (RIFLE) TAC HOUSE NON-LETHAL TAC HOUSE - RD NON-LETHAL

DIMENSIONS Panel Size (W x H x D) 4-ft x 8-ft* 4-ft x 8-ft* 4-ft x 8-ft x 4-inch 1-ft – 4-ft x 8-ft

AMMUNITION RATING

Non-Lethal ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡

Standard Pistol ¡ ¡

Standard Rifle  ¡**

Breach/Explosives ¡ ¡

PANEL STYLE

Solid Wall ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡

Window ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡

Door ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡

FASCIA

Indoor – Melamine ¡ ¡ ¡

Fiberglass Reinforced Panels (FRP) ¡

Outdoor – Painted HDO Laminate �

Plywood Panel with Rock Fill ¡ ¡

Rubber Panel ¡ ¡

Rubber Block (Custom) � �

DOORS
Standard Door ¡ ¡ ¡

Tactical Breach Door � �

SLIDING BALLISTIC PANELS
Sliding Door/Wall Compatible � �

Sliding Window Compatible � �

CEILING Safety Ceiling � �

AFTER ACTION REVIEW

Camera Systems � �

Audio Equipment � �

Central Range Control Integration � �

LIGHTING Lighting Systems � �

 ¡ Standard Feature     � Optional Feature     *Thickness: Wood 6-inch, Rubber 9-inch.     **Not approved for M855AI or M80 AI.

MATERIAL ATI CLASS CALIBER MAX VELOCITY MAX ENERGY COMPLIANCE

SOLID
Class 1 Pistol 1,485 fps 1,175 ft/lbs UL752 Level 3

Class 2 Rifle*** 3,388 fps 3,600 ft/lbs UL752 Level 5,7,8,9,10

 *** Not rated for armor piercing, atypical ammunition, M855 AI, or M80 AI. Big bore rounds can be used except for .338 Lapua: 3,000 fps & 4,850 ft/lbs, .50 BMG: 2,750 fps & 9,934 ft/lbs.

TYPICAL PISTOL AMMUNITION TYPICAL RIFLE AMMUNITION

.22LR 40gr HP 1,060 fps 100 ft/lbs .22LR 40gr HP 1,260 fps 141 ft/lbs

9mm Luger 124gr FMJ 1,293 fps 460 ft/lbs 5.56x45mm NATO 55gr FMJ 3,388 fps 1,402 ft/lbs

.357 Mag 158gr JSP 1,375 fps 663 ft/lbs 7.62x51mm NATO 150gr FMJ 3,025 fps 3,048 ft/lbs

.40 S&W 180gr TMJ 1,000 fps 400 ft/lbs .308 Win 150gr SPTZ 2,900 fps 2,800 ft/lbs

.45 ACP 230gr TMJ 845 fps 365 ft/lbs 30-06 180gr SPTZ 2,900 fps 3,360 ft/lbs

.44 Mag 240gr SWC 1,485 fps 1,175 ft/lbs 300 Win Mag 190gr BTHP 2,900 fps 3,548 ft/lbs

  The maximum velocity and maximum energy for the pistol or rifle ammunition identified above are being provided for example purposes only and are not all-inclusive.
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Secure your investment
RANgE SECURITY
Range Security 120
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RANgE SECURITY

FEATURES
 § Video Confirmation  § 24/7 Monitoring

 § Two-Way Audio  § Access Control

LEARN MORE 
ActionTarget.com/Security

ADVANCED MONITORING TECHNOLOGY
Action Target Security integrates cutting-edge camera technology, security equip-
ment, highly-trained security professionals, advanced monitoring centers, and intui-
tive user access management tools to provide the industry’s best security solution.

Prevention 
Action Target's use of advanced technology 
ensures that only true threats result in emer-
gency calls. As a result, there are less than 
1% false alarms, versus the industry standard 
of 90%. This decreases costs and improves 
response times.

Video Protection 
External and internal HD cameras with 
advanced video analytics provide the most reli-
able protection for your range. These systems 
are able to recognize a number of perimeter 
breaches including entering/exiting, object 
removal/abandonment, loitering, and system 
compromises.

Two-Way Audio 
A perimeter solution that provides a full duplex 
audio system, giving the monitoring operator 
the ability to communicate with and warn 
a threat while calling law enforcement. This 
prevents break-ins and property damage from 
occurring in the first place.

Cloud-Based Management 
Secure each room or door with key card, 
biometric, or passcode access systems and 
manage user access through an easy-to-use 

cloud-based network. User privileges may be 
adjusted/revoked at any time. Stay connected 
and view live video feed from anywhere via 
mobile device or PC. 

In-Lane Monitoring 
Full 1080P HD cameras in each lane allow visi-
bility for the range safety officers, range owner, 
and front desk. 

Network Video Recording 
Network video recording systems provide 
24-hour recording with 40+ days of storage 
capacity. A video monitoring system allows the 
range to monitor its activity and is compatible 
with PC and mobile devices (iOS and Android).

Full Redundancy 
Uninterrupted power supply keeps cameras on 
for 4+ hours and a cellular gateway provides 
emergency backhaul.

Fusion Monitoring Center 
All security equipment is monitored and pro-
cessed 24/7 by professionally trained dispatch-
ers at Fedora’s UL, CSAA, and ESA certified 
Fusion Monitoring Center in Charlotte, North 
Carolina. 
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Get your staff range ready
RANgE TRAININg
Range Training 124
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RANgE TRAININg
Action Target and Team One Network have partnered to create newly designed courses to 
provide certification for range masters, firearms instructors, shoot house instructors and range 
safety officers. These updated courses will educate attendees about new technology in modern 
shooting ranges, target design, and training tactics.

COURSE OFFERING

TO REGISTER FOR, HOST, OR SCHEDULE A CLASS
Team One Network
Corporate Training & Economic Development  
2740 West Mason St.  |  Green Bay, WI 54307-9042

540.699.8060  |  info@teamonenetwork.com  |  www.teamonenetwork.com

Team One Network can modify or develop any course to your unique specifications.

Range Master
Typically the most experienced firearms instructor, 
the range master is in charge of the range. This course 
further develops the firearms instructor’s knowledge 
by expanding their skills in the safe and efficient 
management of a firearms range and training program.

Chief Range Safety Officer
Chief range safety officers have the knowledge, skills, 
and attitude essential to organizing, conducting, 
and supervising safe shooting activities and range 
operations. Successful completion of this course allows 
individuals to educate, train, and certify range safety 
officers. This course requires the NRA Range Safety 
Officer certification as a prerequisite. 

Range Safety Officer
The NRA Range Safety Officer Program was developed 
in response to the demand for a nationally recognized 
range safety officer certification. Range safety officers 
are people who possess the knowledge, skills, and atti-
tude essential to organizing, conducting, and supervis-
ing safe shooting activities and range operations.

Defensive Pistol for the 
Concealed Carry
This course is designed to merge combative handgun 
techniques with everyday carry and concealment of a 
personal handgun. The course combines classroom and 
range time to give the student a solid understanding 
of what is required to deploy the combative handgun 
from a covering garment.

Dynamic Use of Target 
Systems
Law enforcement communities know that realistic 
training is the key to giving students the experience 
necessary to prevail in stressful situations. This course 
provides a series of dynamic training exercises that will 
help you improve your live fire training program. It also 
includes some of our methods for using a variety of 
targets to create a building block approach to realistic 
training during live-fire exercises.

Shoot House Instructor
Shoot house training provides officers with the oppo-
runity to hone their shooting skills under realistic, high-
stress conditions. This course offers instructors all the 
tools necessary to build a shoot house program and 
improve their fellow officers’ shooting skills.

Reactive Steel Target  
Instructor Workshop
The primary advantage of steel targets is that every 
accurate shot will give you instant feedback from the 
target's reaction and satisfying “clang.” While steel 
targets are a highly effective training tool, there are 
safety considerations that need to be addressed. You 
are required to know what is behind the target and be 
aware of the bullet splatter area. Improper or inconsis-
tent bullet splatter poses a significant risk. This course 
teaches you how to use steel targets safely as well as 
the most effective ways to implement them into your 
firearms training.
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Protect your investment
AFTERMARKET SERvICES
Recycling & Disposal Programs 128
Rubber Berm Trap Cleaning 130
Maintenance & Cleaning Programs 132
Action Target Store 134
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RECYCLINg & DISPOSAL PROgRAMS
BOOST YOUR SPENDING POWER
Action Target converts your spent brass and lead into cash or credits. Use credits to purchase store products, range equipment, or 
range services and receive an extra 10% bonus.

LEARN MORE 
Get the most from your metals recycling with 
Action Target. For more information or to 
schedule a pickup, contact us at 801.876.2442 
or recycle@actiontarget.com.

Metals Recycling 
Recycling your metals with Action Target is 
easy and efficient. Simply contact Action Target 
to schedule a pickup. We will be there within 
72 hours, at which time your London Metals 
Exchange (LME) spot pricing will be locked in.

Fast and Convenient Pickup
 § The minimum pickup weight for the best price 

is only 4,000 lbs. There are no maximum 
limits.

 § Total weight and quality is confirmed within 
72 hours of receipt at our warehouse.

 § The maximum pallet weight is 3,000 lbs for 
lift gate service or 4,000 lbs for forklift.

Simple Brass and Lead Packaging 
We'll work with you to supply and customize a 
complimentary packaging system that best fits 
your range. 

 § Gaylord boxes fit through bay doors or man 
doors and hold 1,200 – 3,000 lbs of brass.

 § 55-gallon drums hold 650 lbs of brass or 
1,800 lbs of lead.

Best in Class Payment Structure and Loyalty 
Bonus 
We maximize your profit by eliminating the 
middle man and locking in your price when we 
pick up your metals.
 § Lead and brass pricing is listed live at LME.

com, the global center for industrial metals 
trading. We currently pay a competitive 
percentage of the LME spot price for metals.

 § Receive a 10% bonus credit when you use 
your credits towards range equipment, 
products or services.

Range Waste Disposal 
Action Target makes it easy to dispose of 
contaminated range waste such as lead-
contaminated filters and PPE. Action Target will 
pick up and dispose of HVAC and DCU filters for 
members of our Filter Disposal Program.

Compliant and Reliable Disposal 
Action Target uses approved disposal 
procedures. Hazardous waste collection and 
disposal are strictly governed through EPA and 
DOT regulations.
 § RCRA (Resource Conservation and Recovery 

Act) approved.
 § OSHA and EPA compliant.

We provide proper disposal documentation, 
protecting you from potential fines. 
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RUBBER BERM TRAP CLEANINg

LEARN MORE 
We'll take care of properly mining your rubber 
berm trap. For more information or to sched-
ule a cleaning, contact us at 877.852.2418 or 
support@actiontarget.com.

LET US DO THE DIRTY WORK
Action Target offers the most efficient, comprehensive, and convenient rubber berm trap cleaning available. Our pricing is compet-
itive and transparent, allowing you to maintain control of your metals revenue.

Transparent Pricing 
Action Target uses a simple, transparent, 
all-inclusive pricing structure based on the 
size of your trap to give you the best return on 
your metals. 100% of the metals value belongs 
to you. Opt for a check or credit at our store 
with a 10% loyalty discount. Store credit can be 
applied to Action Target products, services, and 
range equipment

Proprietary Process 
With the safety and profitability of your range in 
mind, we have developed a proprietary process 
to clean your rubber berm traps.

 § Best in industry lead recovery.
 § Minimal range downtime.
 § Clean and efficient.
 § All equipment fits through a standard door-

way and is contained within the range during 
cleaning.

Convenience 
This complete turnkey solution integrates 
with our Metals Recycling and Filter Disposal 
Programs. We also provide all necessary con-
tainers, pallets, packaging, and other transport 
materials, simplifying your role in the process. 
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MAINTENANCE & CLEANINg PROgRAMS

LEARN MORE 
Customized maintenance plans are available for 
any range. For more information or to schedule 
a service, contact us at 877.852.2418 or  
support@actiontarget.com.

LET OUR EXPERTS KEEP YOUR RANGE RUNNING
Our job is not finished just because your range project is complete. Action Target offers a number of maintenance plans to 
ensure your range stays running optimally. Customized to your specific range needs, these plans include parts, maintenance, 
range cleaning, and staff training.

Range Visits 
Action Target works with you to build a plan 
that determines the appropriate number of 
annual visits your range requires. These visits 
include a number of  specialized services to 
keep your range running at peak condition.

 § Product Inspections: Our technicians thor-
oughly inspect your range products for wear 
and assess necessary service and mainte-
nance protocols.

 § Product Servicing: Any products in need 
of service are taken care of on-site. Be it 
electrical, pneumatic, or physical, our techni-
cians have the skills and knowledge to restore 
equipment operation.

 § Preventative Maintenance: Keeping your 
products in working order is preferable to 
fixing problems. Our technicians perform 
necessary preventative maintenance such as 
greasing, tensioning, and filter replacement. 

Staff Training: When our technicians are on-site, 
they are available to provide ongoing equip-
ment training for your staff.

Range Cleaning 
With staff and client safety as our top priority, 
we provide cleaning services to help you main-
tain a safe and sanitary range.

 § General: 
- HEPA vacuum: 
 • Ventilation vents. 
 • Floor and walls. 
 • Ceiling and wall baffles. 
 • Target retriever tracks. 
 • Shooting stall soft surfaces. 
- Maintain and clean your HEPA vacuum,  
 including filter changes as needed. 
- Wet wipe shooting stall hard surfaces. 
- Clean shooting stall glass. 
- Remove, replace, and properly dispose of air  
 filters.

 § Steel Bullet Traps:  
- Gather and dispose of bullet fragments,  
 bullet jacket  
 fragments, and other debris. 
- HEPA vacuum: 
 • Exposed surfaces. 
 • The area behind the trap. 
- Remove lead ingots and other accumulation.

Rubber Berm Traps:  
- Remove rubber from the trap. 
- Separate and dispose of lead and other debris. 
- Place rubber back on the trap. 
- Apply fire retardant.

Range Maintenance 
We provide resources to help you maintain 
your range. From maintenance schedules to 
operation and maintenance manuals, we ensure 
you are prepared to properly care for your 
equipment. 

 § Protect Your Warranty: Performing all 
required maintenance is key to keeping your 
equipment under warranty. A regularly sched-
uled maintenance plan with trained Action 
Target technicians is the best way to ensure 
this happens.

 § Save Time: Many range operators simply 
don’t have the manpower, expertise, or time 
to keep their equipment properly maintained. 
When lack of maintenance leads to equip-
ment failure, critical operating time is lost. 
Whether your range is a training facility or a 
commercial operation, an Action Target main-
tenance plan will help you focus your time on 
the important business of running your range.
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ACTION TARgET STORE

LEARN MORE 
Shop.ActionTarget.com

EVERYTHING FOR YOUR RANGE
Action Target carries all the essential products to keep your range operational and 
your retail area stocked. From range safety products and cleaning supplies to paper, 
cardboard, and steel targets, we have everything you need to make your range or 
firearms training program a success.

Paper & Cardboard Targets
With more than 1,000 target designs, we 
offer a greater selection than anyone else 
in the industry.

Target Backers
We stock a variety of backers to fit any 
target system.

Steel Targets
We offer a wide variety of innovative steel 
targets.

Eye & Ear Protection
Keep your customers safe with quality ear 
and eye protection designed for target 
shooting and tactical situations.

Firearm Storage & Cleaning
Keep your rental guns secure and working 
properly with our selection of firearms 
storage, cleaning, and lubrication gear.

Range Cleaning Products
Keep your range safe and clean with 
products designed to remove lead from 
hands, shoes, floors, and other surfaces.

HVAC Filters
Specifically designed to filter lead and high 
loading conditions found in indoor firing 
range applications.

DEALER DISCOUNTS
Receive discounts on your range products 
by becoming an Action Target dealer. We 
currently have three discount tiers based on 
annual purchase volume. Each level has pro-
gressively deeper discounts. Contact cus-
tomer care at 1.800.779.0182 to learn more 
and sign up.

GOLD LEVEL
Spend $1,500–$8,000 per year 

SILVER LEVEL
Spend $500–$1,500 per year 

PLATINUM LEVEL
Spend >$8,000 per year
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Action Target products are manufactured in the United States by Action Target Inc. Inc Provo, Utah. Action 
Target is committed to building the best shooting ranges and creating the ultimate shooting experience for 
gun owners around the world. Every possible effort has been made to ensure that all product photographs, 
descriptions, and specifications in this catalog are accurate. However, inadvertent errors may occur, and 
changes in design or materials, due to our continual effort to improve products, may result in changes to 
specifications before subsequent publications are created. Action Target Inc. reserves the right to modify or 
change specifications without notice. Some Action Target products shown may appear with customizations 
not generally available. If you have any questions regarding these or any Action Target products, please visit 
www.ActionTarget.com or contact us directly.

No part of this catalog, including documents, information, photographs, specifications, technical diagrams, or 
other material, may be reproduced, copied, republished, uploaded, sent, transmitted, sold, adapted, altered, 
translated, entered into a database, or released to the public, whether in whole or in part, without prior written 
consent from Action Target Inc.

© Copyright 2020, Action Target Inc. All rights reserved. Printed in the USA
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BUILD YOUR RANGE
Now that you're introduced to our products, it's time to take the next 
step. ActionTarget.com has a powerful tool that allows you to start 
building your own range. Check it out. ActionTarget.com/Build-Range

LAW ENFORCEMENT REPRESENTATIVES

MILITARY REPRESENTATIVES
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CONNECT WITH US
Exciting things are happening at Action Target. 
Keep up with the latest on social media.

Facebook.com/ActionTarget

Twitter.com @ActionTargetInc

Instagram @ActionTarget

YouTube.com/ActionTarget

#ActionTarget
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